Hi Paul:

My mechanic who also builds race cars disabled the Autopark and then hooked a parking brake handle and actuator to the brake assembly in the Autopark to manually activate and release it.

The parts can be ordered from Rjays.com. I have pasted the web site link below along with part numbers for the parts needed.

> LOKEC-80FU (2)cables
> LOKEHB-7000F Ebake handle
> Look at them on these two links.
> http://www.rjays.com/Lokar/Lokar-Hand-Brakes.htm

You should be able to order them from rjays over the Internet. I do not know what else my mechanic may have had to fabricate to get them to work but it only took him a few hours to get it done.

John Wardlaw

Re: Auto-brake question
Posted by: "trpwire" TRPWIRE@AOL.COM trpwire
Wed Jan 14, 2009 11:13 pm (PST)
Here is a site to purchase a manual brake assembly in the event you decide to make the conversion. I've been keeping it as an option for the future:


http://www.rjays.com/Lokar/Lokar-Hand-Brakes.htm